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The emergence of the Internet and the World-Wide Web has raised many research 
challenges for the field of Artificial Intelligence and for Computer Science as a whole. 
Within AI the WWW has spurred research in fields such as knowledge representation, 
planning, agents, machine learning and natural language processing. For example, 
The application of knowledge representation techniques has allowed researchers to 
provide an additional layer of structure over the vast amount of Internet information, 
facilitating query processing and information retrieval. 
New planning algorithms have been developed in order to flexibly and efficiently 
locate retrieve, and manage information on the WWW. 
The problems of classifying information, modeling the preferences of particular users, 
and constructing resource models have created new challenge areas for machine 
learning. 
Lightweight semantic analysis techniques from natural language enable robust 
information extraction from unrestricted text. 
Multi-agent communication and negotiation protocols may enable information 
brokers to better distribute information. 
To date, this research has been scattered amongst specialized conferences devoted to 
the web, digital libraries, and the various AI subfields. By collecting together extended 
versions of the best of this research, the Special Issue of Artijkial ZntelEigence will 
demonstratl: the relevance of AI techniques to flexible and convenient Internet systems. 
It is expected that the Special Issue will appear in mid-1999, and it is hoped that it will also 
appear in book form. 
Papers may be submitted electronically, or in paper form the usual way. Due Date: 
October 31., 1998. Editors for this special issue: 
Alon Levy Daniel Weld 
Dept. Computer Science & Engr. Dept. Computer Science & Engr. 
University of Washington University of Washington 
Box 352:350 Box 352350 
Seattle, WA 98195-2350, USA Seattle, WA 98195-2350, USA 
Tel: 206-543-8099. Fax: 206-543-2969 Tel: 206-543-9196. Fax: 206-543-2969 
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